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Dear Parents/Carers,
What a fabulous start to the final half term before the Summer holidays.
It has been lovely to see all the children back in school enjoying their
learning and meeting their friends.
The children have started their new topics and some have enjoyed a visit to
the University of Manchester to participate in Science investigations – they
had a great time and their behaviour was exemplary.
Today, all the children celebrated in ‘Peace Day’, thinking about all those
people in the world who are suffering at the moment.
Take care.

Kind regards

Mrs Burrows

+

Reception
This week in Reception we have started our new topic “The Brillaint Bug Ball”.
We have been learning all about the life cycle of a caterpillar and reading the
story of “The Very Hungry Caterpillar”. We have been writing what we would
like the eat if we were the caterpillar and using our number bonds knowledge to
problem solve!

Year 6

KS1

We enjoyed a visit from Greater
Manchester Fire and Rescue service.
We learnt about how to stay safe near
water, anti-social behaviour, the
equiment fire fighters use and we even
got to squirt the water hose- Miss

This week KS1 had lots of fun making

Jones enjoyed getting her payback and
wetting us!

biscuits for our Design and Technology
food project. First, we looked at a range
of different biscuits and thought about
what makes them healthier. Next, we
designed are own healthy biscuit and
thought about what ingredients we would
need. Finally, we each made our own
biscuit adding different fruit!

Nursery
Mark Making (pretend writing) is such an
important part of learning to read and write.
The children often present us with
‘menu’s’/shopping lists and in Jaxson’s case he
wanted to add a “M for Monday and a 1” to
the back of his picture. I’m sure you’ll agree
it’s a super effort!

Eco-Schools
Chloe and Jacob produced this excellent Jubilee Wildlife Garden over the Whit
holidays. Thank you for all your hard work. I think that everyone would agree
that it looks fantastic in the Forest Area. I wonder what insects will visit!

LKS2
Some of our Year 4 children attended the Great Science Share for Schools at the
University of Manchester. This is a big event held in 18 countries on the same day.
The children presented their experiment, which investigated the best drinks for good
teeth health. The children also ran their own mini toothpaste experiment on the day.
They had a wonderful time and were fantastic representatives of our school.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!

Emilia

Chaos

Daisy

Riley

Lucy

Remiah

Good
Behaviour
Musa

Reader of
the week
Alfie

Top Learner
Jaxson

For amazing emergent
writing!

RD

Erika

Thea

Isabella

For her beautiful
handwriting!

RB

Anjolaoluwa

Charleigh
Anne

Libby

For sharing her ideas
during circle time!

Y1

Imogen

Rosie

Jaxon

For writing some super
sentences on his own.

Y1/2

Noah

Blake

Zak

Y2

Alfie

Phoebe

Amirah

For using his fantastic
skills when reading
unknown words!
Always giving 100% in
her learning

Y3

Kamran

Chloe

Phoebe

Y3/4

Oliver S

Katherine

Lexi

Y4

Rae

Harry C.P.

Charlie

For perseverance and
focus in his writing work.

Y5

Bobby

Connor

Eloise

Max

Jayden

Lola

Aroush

Miracle

Myah

For her super sports
phrases in her Reading
Log – Well done!
For an excellent start to
her project on the
United Kingdom.
For excellent focus and
independence in her
project work!

NURSERY

Y5/6
Y6

For excellent art work in
the style of Steven
Brown!
For fantastic atlas work
in Geography!

